Both the electron and the optically created hole effective masses are found to be density dependent in a two-dimensional electron system of a GaAs/ Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As back-gated quantum well by magnetophotoluminescence spectroscopy. We show that the density-dependent electron effective mass increases with a decrease in the electron density ͑n s ͒ to n s Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 11 cm −2 . It is found that the electron effective masses determined from the lowest and the second Landau levels are larger than those from the higher Landau levels. The hole effective mass is found to increase with a decrease in n s and the hole is found to localize at n s Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 10 cm −2 . We observe an upward convex curve of the photoluminescence peak energy at 2 Ͻ Ͻ 3 depending on the electronhole distance divided by the magnetic length. These results clearly show the important roles of both electronelectron and electron-hole interactions in the recombination of a valence hole with a high-quality twodimensional electron system.
Two-dimensional electron systems ͑2DESs͒ in the lowelectron-density regime are excellent systems to investigate many-body phenomena induced by electron-electron interaction. With a decrease in the electron density ͑n s ͒, transition of the electron ground state to a ferromagnetic fluid phase was predicted before transition to the Wigner crystal phase. 1 Currently, it is still a challenge to detect these transitions experimentally in GaAs heterostructures, although there have been continuous efforts to realize a high-quality 2DES at low n s by utilizing gated undoped structures. 2, 3 Precursors to the transitions, such as the enhancement of the Landé g factor 4 and the electron effective mass ͑EEM͒, have been observed. 5 A back-gated undoped quantum well ͑QW͒ structure has advantages in investigating the properties of 2DESs in the lown s regime, because of the high tunability of n s and the low degradation of the electron mobility at low n s . 3 One of the advantages of using optical spectroscopy to investigate the properties of 2DESs in the low-n s regime lies in the fact that the properties of both the insulating and the conducting phases of the 2DES are detected seamlessly. In the insulating phase, the peaks due to the neutral and the charged excitons dominate the photoluminescence ͑PL͒ spectra. 6 In the conducting phase, the PL reflects the properties of the 2DES, as evidenced by the observation of discontinuities of the optical transition energies and the peak intensities correlated with the integer and fractional filling factors . [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Optical spectroscopy has been applied to measure the EEM and the hole effective mass ͑HEM͒ in semiconductors such as by interband magnetooptics 7, 14, 15 and by cyclotron resonance. [16] [17] [18] [19] In the regime where the electron-electron interaction is weak, the effective masses obtained by both the methods should be identical. However, in the regime where the electron-electron interaction plays a large role, the renormalized effective mass deviates from the single-particle effective mass. The renormalized effective mass depends on parameters, such as n s , , the index of the Landau level occupied by the electron, and the distance between the electron and the optically created hole. While a transport measurement probes the EEM at the Fermi energy, PL probes the effective masses of the electrons between the ground state and the Fermi energy. The PL measurements thus have an advantage in investigating the renormalized effective mass, which depends on the electron state, for example, the index of the Landau level at a fixed . There have been few systematic observations of the renormalized effective mass by magneto-PL. In this paper, we report results of systematic measurements of the EEM ͑m e * ͒ and the HEM ͑m h * ͒ as functions of n s using the Shubnikov-de Haas ͑SdH͒ oscillation and magneto-PL.
The samples were single 50 nm GaAs QWs with the thickness of the Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As barrier layer varied from 250 and 400 nm. A thick n-type GaAs buffer layer was used as a rear contact. The samples have peak mobility of 3 ϫ 10 6 cm 2 / V s. The back-gate bias voltage was applied between the annealed contacts and the conducting n-GaAs layer. The conductance xx of a Corbino device was measured between 0.4 and 1 K, in perpendicular magnetic fields. The laser light at 800 nm was introduced into a dilution refrigerator by an optical fiber with a 400 m core diameter at the incident power of 1 W. The unpolarized PL of 0.5 ϫ 0.5-1 ϫ 1 mm 2 square mesa structures were measured at about 100 mK with a 1 m focal length monochromator. The effective masses are determined by the PL typically below 1 T. In this regime, the characteristic electron-electron interaction energy defined by E 0 = ͱ /2e 2 / ͑⑀ ᐉ ͒ is larger than the cyclotron energy ប c , where ᐉ and ⑀ are the magnetic length and the dielectric constant, and E 0 and ប c are 5.6 and 1.7 meV, respectively, at 1 T.
Before proceeding to the discussion of the optical proper-ties of our samples, we show the results of the densitydependent EEMs obtained by a transport measurement. The EEM is determined from the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the oscillating part of the magnetoresistance. 5 The oscillating part of the magnetoresistance, R xx ϰ 1/ xx , is obtained by fitting the SdH curve to a sinusoidal curve in the low-magnetic-field regime, avoiding the quantum Hall regime. The EEMs are obtained from a ln͑⌬R xx / T͒ vs T plot. Figure 1 shows that the obtained transport mass ͑m eT * ͒ increases with a decrease in n s . The agreement of the obtained values with those in the literature 5 indicates that the increase of m eT * with decrease in n s is universal, irrespective of the structure or the peak mobility of the samples. This shows that the increase in m eT * is due to the electron-electron interaction, ruling out the role of disorder.
An alternative method for obtaining the electron-densitydependent EEM and HEM is to apply magneto-PL measurements. Here, we investigate the PL spectra of 2DESs in the regime where the pseudospin symmetry is violated. The electron-hole separation is made relatively large by using samples with QW width of 50 nm. In addition, we investigate in the regime where the mixing of the Landau levels is strong due to weak magnetic fields. Under these conditions, the PL spectra are expected to reflect the effect of the electron-electron interaction.
Figures 2͑a͒-2͑d͒ show typical PL spectra and Landau-fan diagrams at n s = 3.0ϫ 10 10 and 9.4ϫ 10 10 cm −2 . The PL peaks due to the Landau levels are observed with the full width at half maximum of about 0.4 meV. The enhancement of the peak height of the peak at 1.5148 eV at n s = 9.4ϫ 10 10 cm −2 is due to the Fermi-edge singularity. 20 The anomalies in PL at integer , seen in Figs. 2͑c͒ and 2͑d͒, also appeared in previous work. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Figure 3͑a͒ shows the n s dependence of the PL peak intensity in the vicinity of =1. An anomalous decrease in the PL intensity is observed at = 1 for a wide range of n s . It is possible to trace the anomaly at = 1 down to n s = 8.6ϫ 10 9 cm −2 corresponding to r s = 6. This enables us to precisely determine n s . The anomaly at =4/3 is also observed, indicating the high quality of the sample.
The PL peaks between = 2 and 3 show deviation from the linear dependence on B and show an upward convex curve as depicted in Fig. 3͑b͒ . This behavior is explained by a calculation by Asano and Ando. 12 Although their calculation was performed for the high-magnetic-field limit of E 0 Ӷប c , which does not hold in our experiment, the calculation qualitatively explains the upward convex curve. The observed upward shift from the reference energy is about 
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where m e, * and m h * are the EEM and the HEM, respectively, N e and N h are the Landau indices for the electron and the hole, respectively, m 0 is the electron mass in the vacuum, and is the index. The peak energies are obtained by spectral fittings to symmetric and asymmetric Lorentzian curves for the LLN ͑N Ն 1͒ and LL0 peaks, respectively, at B 0 T. The band-edge energy at 0 T is obtained by spectral fittings to a function for a 2D joint density of states with a broadening parameter. 21 In the low-n s regime, the EEMs depend on the index of the Landau levels because of the electron-electron and electron-hole interactions. The PL peaks due to the transition between N e and N h = 0 are observed at low temperatures. The off-diagonal ͑N e N h ͒ transitions are induced by the mixing of the Landau-levels and by the impurity scattering. The slopes of three peaks, dE LL0 / dB, dE LL1 / dB, and dE LL2 / dB, are obtained by fitting on the Landau-fan diagrams in magnetic fields typically below 1 T. Four unknown variables, the EEMs for LL0, LL1, and LL2, and the HEM, cannot be determined by three equations. Then, the EEMs, m e10 * and m e21 * are derived by m e10
and m e21 * = ͑eប / m 0 ͒͑dE LL2 / dB − dE LL1 / dB͒ −1 . These masses are regarded as the "average" masses of the electrons in the two adjacent Landau levels. They coincide with the cyclotron mass in the limiting case of the weak interaction. At filling factors such as = 2, 3, and 5, double peaks are observed due to the spin splitting. We used the average of the transition energies of the Zeeman splitted peaks for the linear fitting procedure in the case where the spin splitting is resolved. This is because we are considering the case where the energy shift is described by a spin-independent singleparticle picture as in Eq. ͑1͒, and the other contributions are taken into account by a renormalized mass. The HEM is derived by m h10 * = ͑eប / m 0 ͒͑3dE LL0 / dB − dE LL1 / dB͒ −1 , and m h21 * = ͑eប / m 0 ͒͑5dE LL1 / dB −3dE LL2 / dB͒ −1 . These values should be identical in principle. However, because the estimated errors are markedly larger in m h21 * than m h10 * , we set m h * = m h10 * , which is plotted in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The obtained hole energy per tesla, eប /2m h * m 0 , is found to be smaller than the estimated errors in dE LL0 / dB or dE LL1 / dB at n s Ͻ 3.0ϫ 10 10 cm −2 . In this case, we set m h * = ϱ and regard the hole as localized.
The obtained effective masses m e10
* , m e21 * , and m h * increase with a decrease in n s as shown in Fig. 4 . The estimated errors in m e10 * and m e21 * are ±0.001-± 0.003. We have checked by a micro-PL measurement that the spatial density inhomogeneities, which can be a possible source of error, are small. The characteristic electron-electron interaction energy
2 / ͑⑀ ᐉ ͒ is larger than the Fermi energy ͑⑀ F ͒, where E 0 is 5.6 meV at 1 T, and ⑀ F Ͻ 3.6 meV at n s Ͻ 1 ϫ 10 10 cm −2 . Then all the electron states contributing to the PL are mixed by the Coulomb interaction. The EEMs are n s dependent, for the contributions not only from the electrons near the Fermi level, but also from the electrons in the lowest Landau level.
It is found that the EEMs derived from LL0 and LL1, m e10 * , are systematically larger than those derived from LL2 and LL1, m e21 * . At n s = 1.3ϫ 10 11 cm −2 , m e10 * = 0.070m 0 , which is 5% larger than m e21 * = 0.067m 0 . It is also found that m e21 * agrees with the SdH effective mass m eT * . At r s ϳ 4, an increase of the EEM about 25% above the band mass was reported by cyclotron resonance 18 and the SdH ͑Ref. 22͒ measurements for density-dependent EEMs in Si inversion layers, which appears to be consistent with m eT * in Fig. 1 . The obtained m 10 * is about 50% above the GaAs band mass at r s ϳ 4, which is markedly larger than m eT * and other reported values. These results indicate that the increase in the obtained effective masses depends on the strength of the interactions on the electrons in the Landau levels. Clearly, the electron-hole interaction is larger between the electrons in LL0 and a hole in LL0 than between the electrons in the higher Landau levels and a hole in LL0, which recombine by off-diagonal transitions. Note here that the PL measurements were performed at the weak optical excitation limit. The average distance between photocreated holes is estimated to be about 100 m by assuming the absorption coefficient ␣ =1ϫ 10 4 cm −1 , 23 and the population decay rate = 0.4 ns. 24 Then, it is unlikely that any optical excitation-power dependence of the effective mass would be observed in a PL measurement without a significant increase of the electron temperature. n n n n s s s s (10 (10 (10 (10 10 10 10 10 cm cm cm cm -2 -2 -2 -2 ) ) ) ) Gekhtman et al. obtained the EEM by tuning n s by illuminating modulation-doped QW samples above the barrier band gap 15 as shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . While the overall tendency of the increase of m e * agrees with our results, their estimated values are larger than our values. The source of the disagreement is not clear but may be attributed to the difference in the method of tuning n s .
The HEM increases from m h * = 0.18m 0 to 1.0m 0 with a decrease in n s . The HEMs determined by our measurement in the high-density regime agree with the previous estimation of m h * = 0.159m 0 . 14 Figure 4 shows that the hole localizes at n s Ͻ 3.0ϫ 10 10 cm −2 due to inefficient screening of the potential disorder by the electrons. The impact of the electron-hole interaction on the HEM has not been investigated yet. In the limit of large n s , the overlap of the many-body wave function ⌽ with a hole at r is orthogonal to ⌽Ј with a hole at rЈ by the Anderson orthogonality theorem. 20 This argument predicts enhancement of the HEM with an increase in n s , which is contrary to our experimental observation. The other explanation would be that the apparent enhancement of the HEM stems from the density-and magnetic-field-dependent disorder potential. However, a sudden drop of the EEM in Si inversion layers was observed with a decrease in n s below a threshold density, accompanied by a decrease in the scattering time. 18 This suggests that it is not appropriate to ascribe the enhancement of the HEM only to the disorder potential, although the role of disorder in Si inversion layers for the observed effective mass may differ from that in a GaAs 2DES. There are currently few theories available to account for the effect of disorder in the electrons on a hole in the low-density regime.
The PL peak shift in the region 1 Ͻ Ͻ 2 follows linear dependence on B to a good approximation except for the anomaly at = 1. Since it is not possible to determine both m e * and m h * from a single E-B plot, values of m e * are derived by using m h * at Ͼ 3. At n s = 9.4ϫ 10 10 cm −2 , m e͑1ϽϽ2͒ * is 0.092m 0 , which is 1.4 times larger than m e21 * . Although the increase in m e21 * and m e10 * with a decrease in n s is not significant at n s Ͼ 5 ϫ 10 10 cm −2 , the increase in m e͑1ϽϽ2͒ * is apparent in the whole region depicted in Fig. 4 . This indicates larger roles of the electron-electron and electron-hole interactions at Ͻ 2, where the magnetic field restores the binding energy of the electrons-hole system. 6, 9, 15 In conclusion, the electron density dependencies of the EEM and the HEM are investigated by the transport and the PL measurements. It is found that the EEMs derived from LL0 and LL1, m e10 * , are systematically larger than those derived from LL2 and LL1, m e21 * , and m e21 * agrees with the SdH effective mass. It is also found that the HEM increases with a decrease in n s and the hole localizes below a threshold density. While there is no theory to explain this observation, we speculate that it may be accounted for by a magnetic field and electron-density-dependent screening of the disorder potential.
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